Determining minimum energy conformations of polypeptides by dynamic programming.
A combinatorial optimization approach is used for solving the multiple-minima problem when determining the low-energy conformations of short polypeptides. Each residue is represented by a finite number of discrete states corresponding to single residue local minima of the energy function. These precomputed values constitute a search table and define the conformational space for discrete minimization by a generalized dynamic programming algorithm that significantly limits the number of intermediate conformations to be generated during the search. Since dynamic programming involves stagewise decisions, it results in buildup-type procedures implemented in two different forms. The first procedure predicts a number of conformations by a completely discrete search and these are subsequently refined by local minimization. The second involves limited continuous local minimization within the combinatorial algorithm, generally restricted to two dihedral angles in a buildup step. Both procedures are tested on 17 short peptides previously studied by other global minimization methods but involving the same potential energy function. The discrete method is extremely fast, but proves to be successful only in 14 of the 17 test problems. The version with limited local minimization finds, however, conformations in all the 17 examples that are close to the ones previously presented in the literature or have lower energies. In addition, results are almost independent of the cutoff energy, the most important parameter governing the search. Although the limited local minimization increases the number of energy evaluations, the method still offers substantial advantages in speed.